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	The next generation internet, the Internet of Things, cannot work without an Internet of Value. The Internet of Value â€• or ValueWeb, for short â€• allows machines to trade with machines and people with people, anywhere on this planet in real-time and for free. The problem is that our old system cannot work that way, as it takes days to process and costs a fortune. Using a combination of technologies from mobile devices, wearables and the bitcoin blockchain, fintech firms are building the ValueWeb regardless. What does that mean for financial institutions, governments and citizens? This book provides the answers.

	Chris Skinner one of the most authoritative voices on FinTech anywhere has provided us another timely and thoughtful look into the fascinating convergence of technology, e-commerce, and finance that is changing the world.

	- Seth Wheeler, Former Economics Advisor to the US President and The White House

	

	Skinner's ValueWeb is a sweeping and well-researched analysis of the big technology trends that will shake the windows and rattle the walls of the industry

	-Don Tapscott, Best Selling Author

	

	This book will be an invaluable read for all interested in the way business works.-Sir Roger Gifford, Former Lord Mayor of LondonBest insight into money in the 3rd industrial revolution, aka the digital revolution, you will read.-Lawrence Wintermeyer, CEO Innovate FinanceThis is another must-read, not only for those interested in the world of FinTech, but anyone wanting to get a glimpse of a future where monetary and non-monetary transfers occur instantaneously across mobile and digital networks.-Jim Marous, The Financial Brand/Digital Banking ReportChris has a great eye for the case studies and practical examples of innovation that help you to really reflect on where banking is going.-David Birch, Director Consult Hyperion
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Getting to Know Vue.js: Learn to Build Single Page Applications in Vue from ScratchApress, 2018

	
		Learn how to render lists of items without repeating your code structure and how to work with conditional rendering items and event handling. Containing all you need to know to get started with Vue.js, this book will take you through using build tools (transpile to ES5), creating custom components, state management, and...
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Matthew's Enigma: A Father's Portrait of His Autistic SonIndiana University Press, 2009

	Matthew's Enigma unfolds the complex relationship between a father, who is a Romanian emigré and distinguished university professor, and his son, who was diagnosed with autism when he was 7 years old. Matei Calinescu's desire to understand Matthew -- his namesake -- is the theme of this moving memoir. Calinescu's determined...
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Unity 2018 Augmented Reality Projects: Build four immersive and fun AR applications using ARkit, ARCore, and VuforiaPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create engaging Augmented Reality (AR) applications with Unity 3D that can be experienced with devices such as HoloLens and Daydream

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the principles of AR application development
	
			Work with the most popular sensors used in AR games and applications across...
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CEH v9: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Study GuideSybex, 2016

	The ultimate preparation guide for the unique CEH exam.


	The CEH v9: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 9 Study Guide is your ideal companion for CEH v9 exam preparation. This comprehensive, in-depth review of CEH certification requirements is designed to help you internalize critical information using concise,...
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Practical C++ Programming (Nutshell Handbook)O'Reilly, 1995
This book is devoted to practical C++ programming. It teaches you not only the mechanics of
the language, but also style and debugging. The entire life cycle of a program is discussed,
including conception, design, writing, debugging, release, documentation, maintenance, and
revision.

Style is emphasized. Creating a good...
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Success Habits For DummiesFor Dummies, 2019

	
		Discover the ultimate success habits for a healthy and prosperous life

	
		Whether we like it or not, a big part of what we do in life is governed by habits. Even more importantly, habits can lead us to think and feel in certain patterns. Since habits are so powerful, it's worth paying attention to the ones that...
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